Alumiglass 2014 Summer Internship for engineers

1. Description.

We are looking for two engineers for 2014 summer internship to help in the development of a graphic software interface to track materials, fabricated parts and finished products (curtain wall panels) throughout the procurement, fabrication and installations processes.

Alumiglass designs, fabricates and installs custom building-envelope glazing systems (curtain walls) for commercial, institutional and residential buildings.

2. Responsibilities.

Map the processes.

Define CTQ (critical to quality) variables, relevant units of measure and checkpoints.

Recommend best practices for the process.

Develop a “CAD-compatible” software solution to graphically keep track of the entire procurement, fabrication and installation processes for the building elevations for each project.

3. Qualifications.

The candidate must be enrolled in graduate programs in the fields of mechanical engineering, computer science, aerospace engineering, applied mechanics, or related fields.

Must have experience in 3D modeling, and software development.


Please send your resume to juany@alumiglass.com with a one-page essay describing an academic, research, or entrepreneurial experience with focus on your actions, involvement and on the results of your initiatives.

5. Benefits.

Where: Boca Raton, Florida

Competitive compensation.